The Way of Perfect Knowledge

Adi Da says that it is not possible to simply work towards the most perfect knowledge of
Reality or Freedom, or, otherwise, merely declare It to be so. Many of us have seen this at
work in our own case or in others. He says that knowledge must be given, directly transmitted,
from the Source. And before one can become fully available to spiritual transmission, radical
self-understanding must unlock the self-contracted body-mind, so divine transmission can be
truly felt at heart. Adi Da has described the practices that are the basis of this process in this
book. One of them is to no matter what emotions, thoughts or knots of the body arise, to
simply grant whole bodily feeling-attention to Adi Da, rather than struggle with any of the
contents of experience. Eventually, when devotional turning is established there is the
constant, effortless capability of heart-Communion with him. Those who took on this practice
confess it is profoundly liberating! Adi Da does not merely wants to be believed, his way is to
be found out by all those interested in Divine Liberation. There is no problem. No search is
necessary. All seeking is Priorly dissolved in the Intrinsic Transcendental Spiritual
Self-Apprehension of Reality Itself (or the Intrinsically Self-Evident Real Self-Condition
Itself). --Adi Da Samraj
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In the Way of Perfect Knowledge, All Efforting Is Suspended. And There Is No Longer a
Being Hoodwinked! How does one live â€“ in whatever dimension of.
If I want to possess knowledge about how a car operates, for example, I can learn that a car
operates on gasoline in two different ways. I can try. The Way of Perfect Knowledge by Adi
Da Samraj, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. The Path to Perfect
Knowledge. Michael Link. How do we come to a PERFECT understanding? How do we
receive PERFECT knowledge? We read in 2 Timothy .
It's commonly referred to as perfect information: There is the known life span to In game
theory, there are lots of ways games aren't â€œperfect knowledgeâ€•. God has perfect
knowledge of everythingâ€”past, present, and He knows all our ways (Psalm ), a word
referring to the whole course and.
Adi Da repeatedly states in this book that it is not possible to simply work towards the most
perfect knowledge of Reality, God or Freedom, or, otherwise, merely. Knowledge derived
from direct perception, analysis, and hypothesis is by nature students on the Bhakti path gain
an ever-deepening faith in the authenticity of.
Perfect Knowledge, Imperfect World who's trying to understand the world rationallyâ€”seem
to find no way in which to do Then you will get perfect knowledge.
Database research slowly arrives at the stage where perfect knowledge allows However, even
though it is now possible to determine exactly the path lengths.
â€œBecause of this perfect knowledge, the great bodhisattvas are able to cultivate the way of
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staying in correct mindfulness without attaining the way of staying in.
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